
Kindergarten HLC Learning Progressions

Number
HLC: Understanding of number values and sequences to 20 (counting, cardinality, and stable order), 1:1 Correspondence,
Comparing quantities
September → Kindergarten HLC Learning Progressions → June

Students must use models to build understanding along this trajectory and interact with a variety of contexts.
Rote Oral Count Sequence (rote counting from 1; rote counting from any start number)

Forward (FWD) rote counts 1 to 5 FWD rote counts 1 to 10 FWD rote counts 1 to 20 FWD rote counts within 20, starting at any number

Backward (BWD) rote counts from 3 BWD rote counts from
5

BWD rote counts from 10 BWD rote counts from
20

BWD rote counts within 20, starting at any
number

Subitizing (immediate recognition of quantity - frames, fingers, regular dot patterns, irregular dot patterns)

Perceptually subitizes within 5 - immediate recognition of
quantity

Conceptually subitizes within 10 - quickly compose greater quantities by “seeing” and
combining smaller parts - part/part/whole and/or decomposing/composing

Count objects to determine cardinality (last number in the count is the quantity)

Counts objects within 5 Counts objects within 10 Counts objects within 20

The following understandings develop at different times for each number range:
-1:1 correspondence (each item gets one count)
-Organizing (keep track of what's been counted and what still needs to be counted without prompting)
-Tracking methods (the actual gesture of touching and counting)
-Stable order (correct number word sequence)
-Cardinality (last number in the count is the quantity)
-Conservation of number (quantity is the same regardless of arrangement - ex: objects lined up, then spread out)

Symbolic Notation

Identifies numerals within 5 Identifies numerals
within 10

Identifies numerals within 20

Writes numerals within 5 Writes numerals within 10 Writes numerals within 20

*Reversals in numeral formation are expected at this developmental stage, but transpositions (eg., 71 for 17) are an indicator of misconception
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Kindergarten HLC Learning Progressions

Ordering & Magnitude

Compares quantities within 5 Compares quantities within 10

Orders numerals 1-5 Orders numerals 1-10 Orders non-sequential numerals within 10 (“1, 3, 6,
7”)

*For various quantities, students may compare by subitizing, matching (1:1) lining items up, or counting quantities
*This concept is also impacted by conservation of number - consistent count regardless of orientation ("It is still 4, the cubes are just spread out”)
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